REPLACE OR REPAIR?
FAST, RELIABLE SOLUTIONS
SANDVIK COMPONENT SOLUTIONS – BOOMS AND FEEDS
Booms and feeds are crucial components of
underground face drilling rigs, so Sandvik make it
as straightforward as possible to repair or replace
them. At the same time, we understand that every
operation’s needs are individual and unique. Therefore,
we’ve developed a range of solutions suitable for
every situation – letting you avoid the risks and time
demands of attempting repairs on your own.
If under-performing or worn-out booms or feeds are
causing delays in your mining schedule, you might
assume that your choice is either to replace those
components or ask us to repair them. These options are
of course available to you, but Sandvik have a spectrum
of intermediate options that may suit you better.
The New for Old solution, for example, is an excellent
way to replace exhausted parts. It provides genuine,
high-quality Sandvik booms and feeds at a reduced
price, when you return your used components. In this
way, you are assured of the highest quality replacement
booms and feeds with minimal downtime at a
discounted price.

REGARDLESS OF WHICH SOLUTION YOU CHOOSE,
WITH SANDVIK COMPONENT SOLUTIONS YOU’RE
ASSURED OF:
•

High productivity for your drill rig, by using the
highest quality OEM components

•

Reduced downtime with reliable and long-lasting
booms and feeds

•

Reduced injury risk because of robust
components and fewer repair interactions

•

Forecasting and planning ensure shorter lead
times

•

6-month full warranty on all Sandvik component
solutions

The right solution can depend on many different factors – the age, condition and application of your booms
and feeds, as well as the goals and priorities of your company. For this reason, Sandvik have developed a range
of approaches.
SOLUTIONS

KEY FEATURES			

NEW

You’ll receive a top-quality, long-lasting Sandvik boom or feed, ensuring
higher productivity and maximum reliability.

NEW FOR OLD

A new Sandvik boom or feed can be purchased at a reduced price, just
agree to send us your old worn out one.

COMPONENT EXCHANGE

We’ll exchange your boom for an as-new Sandvik replacement, remanufactured to our stringent standards and equipped with the latest
safety updates and product improvements.

COMPONENT REPAIR AND
RETURN

We inspect and repair your original boom or feed in one of our state of the
art workshops using genuine parts to meet your pre-specified scope.

FIXED PRICE REPAIR AND
RETURN

High quality inspections and repairs at a pre-agreed price and to an
agreed standard and scope.
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BOOMS AND FEEDS
— THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR YOU

